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The most complete dictionary for Spanish-speaking students ages 10Ã¢â‚¬â€œ16, now completely

updated with entries related to technology, the Internet, the Euro, and more VOX Diccionario

Escolar de la Lengua EspaÃƒÂ±ol now boasts twice as many pages as the previous edition and

has up-to-date entries related to technology, the Internet, the Euro, and more. This must-have

resource for students includes: More than 19,000 entries and 38,000 definitions 32 pages of

illustrated entries tied to school subjects including technology, math, sciences, art, and more 2,000

key Spanish grammar points and verb conjugations Although a monolingual dictionary, VOX

Diccionario Escolar de la Lengua EspaÃƒÂ±ol is also an excellent reference for beginning and

intermediate students of Spanish.
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VOX is the leading brand of Spanish dictionaries in North America. Students as well as everyday

speakers trust Vox to bring them the most convenient and effective references for their needs.

Aunque no lo he podido configurar como diccionario principal en mi Kindle, hasta el momento las

consultas que he hecho han tenido una respuesta satisfactoria.

I work in a library and a lds missionary had it check out and kept wanting to keep it longer. So

thinking of my own missionary serving out of the states I thought I could do a good deed so I bought



it for the missionary he was so pleased and said it the best book he used on his mission helping

with language.

When I type in a word, the dictionary does not go directly to that word as other dictionaries do. It

goes to all the examples where that word is used. There may be many pages of examples, and it's

hard to find which one is actually the definition.

I'm very disappointed with the way this works on the Kindle. If you are a language buff and are

looking for an easier way to get definitions while reading in spanish, this is not the answer. One has

to go page by page to search for word definitions. Horrible! Horrible! Horrible!

Simply didn't work as a default dictionary in my Kindle touch... I've asked for a refund. Besides, the

reviews were right: you have to go page to page to see the definitions....
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